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We discuss the prospects{within several models{for the observation of CP-violation
(CP6 ) in top decays and production. The outlook looks best for t ! bW at the
LHC (MSSM CP6 ), t! b

at TeV3, LHC and NLC (H
+
CP6 ), pp! t

b+X at
TeV3 (MSSM CP6 ), pp! t










tZ, where h is the lowest mass neutral Higgs boson, at an
NLC with energy  1 TeV (neutral Higgs CP6 .)
1 Introduction or : Why Do CP6 in the Top Sector?




and a few more that fol-
lowed, but all in the neutralK system, induced much activity. One can describe
in broad terms most of the work as trying to answer the following questions:
 Regarding the K sector: Is mixing the only source of the small CP6
observed?
 For the B sector: Is the SM the only source of the large CP6 expected?
 In the t sector: What extension of the SM causes the typically small CP6
expected and in what observables is it best manifested?
Trying to answer the last question, there are already O(100) papers on CP6
for the top sector.
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The advantages for studying CP6 in t (CP6 j
t
) are:




This is due to its very small









Talks presented at the Joint Minerva-GIF Symposium, Jerusalem, Israel, May 1998 (SBS)
and at the Workshop on CP Violation, Adelaide, Australia, July 1998 (GE).
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2. The top at  175 GeV is{among the so far observed particles{the closest
to New Physics which may well be the cause for CP6 . Indeed, m
t
drives










which require absorptive cuts, may be mea-
surable.





is therefore direct, there are no hadronic complications
and the information carried by top spins is not diluted by hadronization.
~s
t
is then as good as any four momentum p.
5. Last, but not least, future colliders will provide a large number of tops.
In fact, the expected number of t















Convinced of the importance of CP6 j
t
, we proceed as follows: In Sec. 2
we present models with non-standard CP6 . CP6 in top decays and CP-violating
top dipole moments are discussed in Secs. 3 and 4, respectively. In Sec. 5 we

















tZ (tree-level CP6 ) at
an NLC. Finally, Sec. 6 includes summary and outlook.
2 Models With Non-Standard CP6 (MHDM
c
and Supersymmetry)
2.1 CP6 in the Neutral Higgs Sector in MHDM
Generically, CP6 in the neutral Higgs sector of any MHDM, can be expressed





















therefore, CP6 in ht





. In type II 2HDM b
t
is proportional















endows quark q with a mass). Note that such a
coupling does not exist in the Minimal SuperSymmetric Model (MSSM).
b
The \naive" time reversal operator T
N
, operates the same way as T does, but without
ipping between initial and nal states.
c
*HDM, with *=2, 3, or Multi, denotes * Higgs Doublet Models.
2
2.2 CP6 in the Charged Higgs Sector in MHDM
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with u ! 
`






depend on the mixing parameters in the charged Higgs















2.3 CP6 in the MSSM
CP6 can originate in the MSSM from various sources, as discussed below.





































































), this mechanism is most useful for f = t. Fur-
thermore, 
t
is proportional to arg(A
t







) is expected to be small in the case of complete universality of the soft





)  O(1) is consistent with non-universal A terms. Consequently,
















). However, since d
n





















3 CP6 in Top Decays
Let us now discuss CP6 for top decays to d
k
W and in particular to b.
3
3.1 Partial Rate asymmetry (PRA)








, once a PRA is non-vanishing, there should be a compensating PRA
from another available decay channel. This CP-CPT connection generally
dictates a small PRAj
t
.
PRA in the SM:
PRA(t ! d
k
W ) is proportional to =m(self   energy  like)  <e (tree). At
best it is around 10
 9













), results from =m(\tree
00
) <e (strong penguin) and despiteW
resonance enhancement in the W exchange \tree" diagram, is  10
 5
at best




Therefore, within the SM, CP6 j
t
is too small to
be measurable.
PRA in 2HDM:








no enhancement over the
SM was found. Furthermore, there is no contribution from the neutral Higgs




) goes like =m(W   \tree
00












is the longitudinal part of the W propagator.
To overcome this small value, it was suggested
13
that the above PRA gets a
larger contribution proportional to =mG
W
T
 <e (tree loops), where G
T
is
the transverse part of the W propagator; indeed this contribution was found
to be  10
 5
, which is still too small to be of experimental interest.
PRA in MSSM:
PRA(t ! bW ) is proportional to tree  loops with supersymmetric partners






b~g-loop is considered. Such a contribution requires
















was suggested. Such a term, which is proportional to arg(), leads to a PRA
 2%, for m
~
b
= 100 GeV. However this requires arg()  O(1), which seems
to be excluded by d
n
. In another limit it was assumed
7
that arg() = 0 and





























3.2 Beyond PRA for t! b in 3HDM








and the CP-CPT connection, to obtain CP-violating asymmetries much larger
than PRA.
13

















































where in the  rest frame ~p
t
is on the  x axis and x   y is the decay plane.
Since A
z
is CP-odd and T
N
-odd, there is no need for an absorptive phase.




















t quarks, which is a
gratifying result.
4 CP-Violating Top Dipole Moments
There are three top dipole moments that may signify the presence of CP-







t vertices that measure the eective coupling between the spin of a





























In the SM d
t














, for typical parameters as described below, are displayed in Ta-




Neutral Higgs CP6 in MHDM:
17









































































. Unfortunately, as we see in the next section, only few of the
5
Table 1: CP-violating top EDMs, taken at 500; 1000 GeV, in three models (for more details




neutral Higgs charged Higgs Supersymmetry
(e  cm) + m
h
= 100  300 m
H
+
= 200  500 m
~g
= 200  500
































pedictions are (marginally) measurable.
d
5 CP6 in Future Collider Experiments
In this section, we discuss CP6 j
t
for top pair production, and for single top
production in future experiments.




; qq ! t

t






































; qq ! t

t (for qq, g exchange should be added). In Eq. 7, the usually
smaller, CP6 in t decays is neglected. Note also, that in MSSM d
t
is not the
whole story due to new box diagrams.


























  cm = (3=2)d

t
in e  cm; this does not hold for MSSM















s = 500 GeV (NLC). Optimal observables are by now
extensively used.









polarization. One can then go down to <e ; =m d
t





cm (at 1). Many more observables were suggested, but none is doing better
than the above. In view of the models results (see Table 1), this is rather
discouraging.
5.2 CP6 in pp! t

t+X
Gluon fusion dominates at the LHC. In a seminal work,
22
CP6 was studied


















. The energy asymmetry A
E
,
dened in Eq. 4 (with  ! e), requires an absorptive part, which in a 2HDM




. A non-vanishing A
E






















t, which is about the number
expected at the LHC. This work was susequently extended (e.g. to MSSM
23
)
but the results are again at most of O(10
 3
). Since the gg luminosity is so
much larger than the qq luminosity at the LHC, the fact that there are more
quarks than anti-quarks in the proton, cannot fake{through qq ! t

t{the CP-
violating signal as long as it is  O(10
 3
). Furthermore, the eect of QCD
can be neglected. It still remains to be seen whether detector systematics can
be overcome for such a signal.
5.3 CP6 for Single Top Production in Tevatron Run 3













obviously irrelevant for the LHC. For both models CP6 is a loop eect, with
only a triangle contribution for 2HDM and both triangle and box for MSSM.
For the latter case, the box-loops are negligible. Thus for both models CP6
stems from the eective tbW production vertex, which in turn is much larger
than CP6 from t decays. In the 2HDM the basic vertex from which CP6















mixing (see Subsec. 2.3). As we discuss below, CP6 in tb production
can reach a few percents (CP6 in top pair production is at most a few tenths
of a percent), which is good news for TeV3.






























; i = x; y; z; (9)
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-odd. Next, we present numerical
results for some sets of the unknown parameters (for detailed studies, see the
original papers).
Contribution from 2HDM (numerical results):
If
p
s = 2 TeV , tan = 0:3, then for m
h
from approximately 200 to about
100 GeV A
0
' 1% reaching  1:5%, A
z
' 0:9% increasing to about 1:2%,
A
y
' 0:5% decreasing to approximately 0:2% (A
y
reaches its maximal value
of about 0:6% around m
h
 400 GeV) and A
x
' 0:6% rising to around 0:7%.
Contribution from MSSM (numerical results):
Let us quote here some (optimistic) results for the cross-section asymmtery.
If m
~g










= 400 GeV and

CP
= 0:5, then for  '  70; 90 GeV, A
0
is somewhat larger than 1:5; 2:5%,
respectively. This is certainly an encouraging result.
5.4 Tree-level CP6 in 2HDM at an NLC with
p
s  1 TeV






















processes CP6 is proportional to b
t
 c, where cg

is the hZZ coupling, which
in our case is a function of tan and of the mixing angles in the neutral Higgs
sector 
i
; i = 1; 2; 3. None can be considered as a Higgs \discovery" channel,
but once it is discovered its couplings can be studied in a clean environment.
Each process has two types of tree diagrams: The rst process has real h
emission from the Z propagator (which goes like c) and from an external t (or

t) which includes b
t
. The second reaction has real Z emission from the initial
and nal fermions and another type of diagram where Z is emitted from a

















). Due to the large
mass of each of the outgoing particles, one has to go to a next NLC, with
p
s > 800 GeV, to obtain signicant results. Furthermore, tan has to be








s = 1 TeV. The parameters of the model are taken as tan = 0:5 and
f
i
; i = 1; 2; 3g = f=2; =4; 0g. Then, when m
h
varies between 100 and 360
GeV, A
opt
increases from approximately 16% to about 27%. The expected






. For the above
range of m
h




decreases from around 2 to 1. For
p
s = 1:5 TeV, L = 500 fb
 1





and slightly above 3.
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6 Summary and Outlook
Before getting into the the summary, note that{for the sake of imposed brevity{
we do not discuss here other interesting issues in CP6 j
t
. These include CP6 in
h! t









colliders and  collisions.
Hopefully, such omissions will be rectied elswhere.
2
In summary, we can say that in view of the extremely small SM eect,
any observation of CP6 j
t
will indicate the presence of New Physics. Due to its
large mass, the top quark is very sensitive to beyond the SM scenarios, and it
decays so fast that it evades hadronic complications.




Table 2: An optimistic timetable{of topics discussed here{ of CP6 j
t
versus time, where a
p
stands for \likely",  means \unlikely" and
p








































(neutral Higgs CP6 )
p
 2005 2005  2010? > 2010?
TeV3 LHC 500 GeV  1 TeV
NLC NLC
There are several check-marks, but no gold-plated reaction or observable.
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